
Unlock tomorrow’s possibilities for 
R&D Vault investment, today
Leverage Aqurance expertise to achieve genuine digital innovation and 
unlock the boundless potential of Veeva Vault 



AQURANCE IN A 
NUTSHELL

350+
Years Aggregate
Pharma Experience

>90%
Customer Retention

100%
Adherence to Deadlines



OUR APPROACH
Through collaboration and innovation, we help you 

move forward, guided by a shared vision of success

ADAPTIVE MODULAR 
SERVICES
Tailored solutions that 
seamlessly integrate and 
adapt to your unique business 
needs for enhanced efficiency 
and innovation.

ADVISORY AND 
STRATEGIC ASSISTANCE
Guide you in leveraging the 
platform's capabilities to align R&D 
objectives with industry best 
practices, navigate regulatory 
requirements, and optimize 
processes.



OUR 
CAPABILITIES
EMPOWERING YOUR BUSINESS JOURNEY

VEEVA DEVELOPMENT CLOUD
Leverage Veeva’s Development Cloud for 
robust and streamlined operations, 
driving efficiency and productivity 
throughout your organization.

MANAGED SERVICES
Trust our seasoned experts to efficiently 
manage your Veeva system, optimizing its 
performance and maximizing its potential.

SYSTEM VALIDATION
Ensure strict compliance and system 
reliability through our meticulous validation 
services, providing assurance for your 
operational success.

CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT
Tailor Veeva solutions to your unique needs with 
specialized custom solutions, enhancing system 
functionality and adaptability.



OUR 
CAPABILITIES
EMPOWERING YOUR BUSINESS JOURNEY

DATA MIGRATION
Seamlessly transfer your data to Veeva, 
ensuring accurate and efficient record-
keeping that supports your evolving business 
needs.

PRE-IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT
Begin your Veeva journey with confidence by 
accessing pre-implementation guidance and 
strategic planning to ensure a strong foundation.

POST IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT
Optimize your Veeva  journey with our expert post-
implementation support, ensuring seamless operation and 
continued success for your digital transformation initiatives.

IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT
Achieve a seamless Veeva solution 
implementation with expert assistance, ensuring 
a smooth transition and system integration.



WHY AQURANCE
INDUSTRY-LEADING SERVICES

INNOVATION-DRIVEN CHANGE 
MANAGEMENT

We assess customers needs through 
comprehensive analyses ensuring that our solutions are 
accurate and effective.

Guiding customers through digital transformation to 
optimize operations.

Promoting agility for customers to adapt strategies to 
evolving circumstances.

DEDICATED TO PHARMA 
INNOVATION

Understanding the unique challenges facing the 
pharma industry.

Providing customized services that meet our 
customers' exact needs.

Tailor-Made 
Solutions



What Our Customers Say

Aqurance stood out from the field in their professional approach to our 

interactions and their forthright and honest dialogue.

The partnership we have built enables us to ensure high level Veeva 
functionality, providing important continuity over time. Aqurance is not just 

reactive to our needs, but also proactive in helping us think strategically 
about both our present and our future.
Senior Manager, Data Science & Advanced Analytics, Global Business Effectiveness



Neelam Sidhu

Director, R&D and Quality 
Services

Linkedin

Omar Diab

Head of Consulting 
and Delivery

Linkedin

Jody Spooner 

Vice President of 
Global Sales

LInkedin

Katerina Lappa

Service Engagement 
Manager

Alexandros Paliatsos

Commercial Operations 
and Business Analytics 
Manager

Linkedin Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/neelam-sidhu-ab1ba43/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/omardiab/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jody-spooner-31b8396/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/neelam-sidhu-ab1ba43/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/omardiab/


YOUR TRUSTED END-TO-END SOLUTION PARTNER
Driving excellence in R&D, quality, manufacturing and 

digital transformation

CLINICAL | REGULATORY | QUALITY | SAFETY
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